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Professor tamEr KahvECI re-
ceived the NSF CAREER Award for 

his research project entitled “New technol-
ogies for querying pathway databases.” 

Just like every living organism, countless 
molecules in our body go through an excit-
ing journey in which they interact with and 
change each other. When, where, how and 
how much they interact affects how well 
your body functions. All these interactions 
are governed by the pathways determined 
by our genes.

Genes interact with each other directly 
by suppressing or activating each other, or 
indirectly by altering the molecules each 
other help create. These interactions enable 
them to collaborate and serve functions 
they can not perform individually. The cof-
fee you drank and the breakfast you ate will 
stimulate parts of this network of interac-
tions — and maybe start, accelerate or slow 
down the reactions in a sub-network within 
this network. 

Kahveci’s research group is bringing a 
new computational perspective to under-
standing how organisms function through 

CISE faCulty WIN 
EStEEmEd NSf 

CarEEr aWardS
Professors Tamer Kahveci and alPer 

Üngör won The PresTigious nsf 
career award. The career Program 

recognizes and suPPorTs early 
career-develoPmenT acTiviTies of 
Teacher-scholars who are mosT 

liKely To become The academic leaders 
of The 21sT cenTury. This brings The 

deParTmenT’s number of career 
awards To 11, including Professors 

mishra, chen, dobra, helmy, Jermaine, 
liu, loK, Peir and schneider.

a complex network of 
interactions. The first 
step in this direction 
is to understand how 
these interactions can 
be modeled to formu-
late the functions of sub-networks. Modify-
ing or simply knocking out a sub-network 
can have a butterfly effect on the rest of the 
network. The possibility of having such an 
effect depends on how that sub-network 
interacts with the rest of the network, the 
current state of the network and the state 
of the external stimulants. Kahveci’s lab is 
developing efficient and scalable computa-
tional methods to compute or approximate 
this effect as a function of the steady state of 
the network. 

Assume that somehow your biological 

Continued on page 2

Continued on page 4

dr. Tamer Kahveci 
received his Ph.d. 

degree from the 
university of 

california, santa 
barbara and joined 

the cise department 
of the university of 

florida in 2004.

uf WINS thE IEEE 
SouthEaStCoN 

‘09 programmINg 
CompEtItIoN

IEEE SoutheastCon is hosted 
annually by IEEE Region 3. This 

year, it was held at the beginning of March 
in Atlanta.  In addition to professional 
activities, the conference also has several 
contests for university students, including 
a programming competition, a technical 
paper competition and a hardware robotic 
competition. These competitions attract 
some of the best and brightest engineering 
and computer science students from 
across the Southeast and Jamaica.

The programming competition is a 
relatively new addition to the conference 
and is modeled after the ACM’s ICPC 
(International Collegiate Programming 
Contest). Teams of three students share 
a single computer and write programs to 
solve as many problems from a problem 
set as they can in a limited amount of 
time. The duration of the SoutheastCon 
competition is shorter (just three hours), 
and solutions must be coded in C/C++. 
Only one team per university may enter. 

The UF team was lead by Miorel Palii 
(who is also the club’s president) and 
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network is altered. It may be because of an 
external stimulant, such as the medicine 
your doctor gave, or maybe because the 
activity levels of some of your genes have 
changed. Clearly, this can change how your 
body functions greatly as it interferes with 
the biological network. Now, imagine this 
in an inverse scenario. Say, one wants to 
change how an organism functions for some 
reason. For example, maybe one wants to 
increase the production of fatty acids that 
are used in the cosmetics industry in creams 
and lotions. These molecules can be ob-
tained from microorganisms. How can one 
alter the genes of these organisms to opti-
mize the production of the molecules that 
are profitable for them? Kahveci’s research 
lays the foundations to develop computa-
tional methods that can predict the most 
promising genetic alterations that will cre-
ate desirable mutant organisms.

It is more practical to study and experi-
ment on some organisms more than others. 
For instance, it is cheaper to perform ex-
periments on bacteria than rats. Also, it is 
preferable to study new drugs on rats than 
humans. Assume that an experiment is per-
formed on rats and its impact on the rats’ 
metabolism is measured. What kind of mea-
surements would we get if we had done the 
same experiment on humans? Clearly, there 
is great value in computationally predicting 
this before braving it on humans. Compar-

ing the biological 
networks of the 
two organisms can 
reveal their similar 
regions. It can help 
in predicting the 
effect of an exter-
nal stimulant on an 
organism when we 
know its effect on 
the other one. 

Alignment of two 
pathways, a funda-
mental problem in 
pathway analysis, seeks a mapping between 
the entities of the two pathways. Ideally the 
mapping should bring the similar parts of 
the two pathways together. Kahveci’s re-
search group is developing novel algorithms 
and software that can align large biological 
networks of any type, considering their ho-
mological, topological and functional simi-
larities. They are also addressing the prob-
lem of finding such similarities in a large 
database of biological networks with the 
help of feature and reference-based index-
ing techniques.

Professor alpEr ÜNgör received 
the NSF CAREER Award for his research 
entitled “Computational Geometry, Mesh 
Generation, and Geometric Modeling.” 

Geometric problems are at the heart of 
many computational problems in science and 
engineering. Over the last few decades, com-
putational geometers has made significant 
contributions to many areas in science and en-
gineering by designing good algorithms, data 
structures and software. There remains, how-
ever, many fundamental geometric problems, 
open even in two dimensions. Geometric 
problems and the optimality of their solutions 
in three and four dimensions (e.g., space-time) 
where the most interesting applications reside 
are much less explored. 

Üngör’s recent work has been on figuring 
out “how to connect the dots.” He designed 
algorithms connecting the dots modeling 

a geometric shape and producing optimal 
(in output size and quality) triangulations. 
His time-optimal algorithm has been 
well-received in the theory community 
as it comes with a proof of being the fast-
est possible algorithm. Experiments show 
that several variations of this algorithm 
run significantly faster than the previously 
available software. Üngör’s algorithm and 
implementation are already integrated into 
award-winning triangulation software and 
is in use by thousands of engineers and re-
searchers resulting in more efficient scien-
tific simulations. Extension of these meth-
ods to higher dimensions and to dynamic 
problems is challenging but the promise for 
real-life applications is great. Üngör believes 
only by improving our understanding of the 
fundamental concepts can we provide effi-
cient and correct solutions to more real-life 
problems. He expects the next few years to 
be very exciting for the researchers in the 
geometric algorithms field.

Geometric modeling for simulation of 
complex physical phenomena raises many 
challenges including algorithmic efficiency, 
practicality, scalability, robustness, theo-
retical guarantees and compatibility with 
the emerging numerical methods. Üngör’s 
research group study solutions for geo-
metric discretization problems for spatial 
domains (encountered in conventional sci-
entific computing) and for space-time do-
mains (motivated by the next-generation 
numerical methods being developed for 
solving PDEs directly in the space-time 
continuum). Their approach combines the 
strengths of theoretical algorithms (time 
complexity, output size optimality and 
quality guarantees) and practical heuristics 
(ease of implementation, performance in 
practice and scalability).

The algorithms and the software tools 
developed within Üngör’s group are being 
integrated with applications and contribute 
to the fundamental research in engineering, 
scientific computing, solid modeling, com-
puter-aided design, graphics, geographic 
information systems, computational biol-
ogy, visualization and molecular modeling. 
As a result, his research has broader impact 
across a number of scientific, medical and 
industrial fields. Moreover, Üngör focuses 
on making an academic impact through the 
inclusion of underrepresented groups, and 
the development of interdisciplinary cours-
es linking fundamental concepts in theo-
retical areas such as graph theory, geometry 
and topology to application problems in bi-
ology and engineering.

ÜNgör’S 
algorIthm aNd 

ImplEmENtatIoN 
arE alrEady 

INtEgratEd INto 
aWard-WINNINg 
trIaNgulatIoN 
SoftWarE aNd 

IS IN uSE by 
thouSaNdS of 
ENgINEErS aNd 

rESEarChErS 
rESultINg IN 

morE EffICIENt 
SCIENtIfIC 

SImulatIoNS.

alper Üngör joined 
the faculty in 2004. he 

received his Ph.d. in 
computer science from 
the university of illinois 

at urbana-champaign in 
october 2002 and spent 
two years as a postdoc at 
duke university. Üngör, 

a native of Turkey, also 
has an m.b.a. from the 

middle east Technical 
university in ankara.

Continued from page 1
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CISE rESEarChErS 
rECEIvE bESt 

SCIENtIfIC 
papEr aWard 

at thE 2008 
INtErNatIoNal 

CoNfErENCE 
oN pattErN 

rECogNItIoN

Ph.D. students Karthik Gurumoorthy and Ajit Rajwade, 
along with their supervisors Professors Anand Rangarajan 
and Arunava Banerjee, received the best scientific paper 

award in the signal processing and representation track at the 
International Conference on Pattern Recognition held in Tampa 
from Dec. 8-12. Their paper is entitled, “Beyond SVD: Learning 
Matrix Orthonormal Bases for Compact Image Representation.” 
ICPR is one of the largest and most popular conferences in the field 
of computer vision and pattern recognition. 

In their paper, they have developed a new method to represent 
grayscale images compactly and applied their technique to image 
compression. Typically, existing image compression algorithms 
encode images or small patches from images as some linear 
combination of code words called bases. Once these bases are 
known, one need only store a few coefficients of this linear 
combination to be able to represent the entire image, thereby 
saving storage space. Conventionally, standards such as JPEG 
have been popularly used in image compression. Algorithms 
that are part of the JPEG standard typically encode images as 
combinations of a set “universal bases” that are obtained from 
the Discrete Cosine Transform, a tool in signal processing, 
popularly abbreviated as the DCT.

Their paper replaces these DCT bases with other bases that 
are specifically tuned to a certain type of  dataset by means of a 
machine-learning algorithm. This gives the bases the flexibility 
to represent the properties of a particular dataset effectively, as 
opposed to be being so general. The main contribution of their 
paper lies in using a matrix-based representation for images or 
image patches, which really treats the image or the image patch as 
a 2D signal. Though images are 2D signals, this representation has 
been rarely used in the machine-learning community for image 
representation. Using these matrix orthonormal bases that are 
learnt from a so-called training set of image patches, any unseen 
patch can be represented by means of a sparse projection onto 
these bases. The sparser the projection, the greater is the error 

incurred in reconstructing the patch. This error is a controllable 
user parameter that decides the quality of the compression 
algorithm. This issue of sparsity-based projections with matrix 
orthonormal bases is the novel feature of their algorithm. Their 
algorithm also poses an alternative to other techniques that use 
overcomplete sets of vectors as a dictionary. The latter require 
greedy approximation algorithms to obtain the projection (i.e. 
the encoding) of a given signal (image patch) onto the dictionary, 
whereas the method developed by the authors has a much simpler 
and optimal method to obtain the projection.

Their algorithm was trained and tested on well-known 
and large facial image databases, and its performance was 
seen to be comparable to the JPEG standard, as well as 
some other existing machine learning based algorithms. 
Besides simple image compression, the algorithm is easily 
extensible to compression of entire image databases as well. 
The same algorithm has also been elegantly extended to 
color images using higher-order matrix algebra.

The icPr paper can be viewed at:  
http://www.cise.ufl.edu/~anand/pdf/icpr2008_finalsubmission_beyondsvd.pdf

thEy havE dEvElopEd a 
NEW mEthod to rEprESENt 
graySCalE ImagES CompaCtly 
aNd applIEd thEIr tEChNIquE 
to ImagE ComprESSIoN.
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aruNava baNErjEE / assistant 
professor was awarded a $199,894 grant 
from the national science foundation for 
his project, “formal characterization and 
Analysis of computation in networks of 
spiking neurons.”

maNuEl bErmudEz / associ-
ate professor was appointed as program 
committee chair for the lAccei 2009 
conference (latin American and caribbe-
an consortium of engineering institutions), 
held in san cristóbal, Venezuela, June 2-5, 
2009. dr. Bermudez also received a $15,000 
grant from the college of engineering’s 
ippd program.

ShIgaNg ChEN / associate profes-
sor will be the keynote speaker for The 
Third china wireless sensor networks 
conference, which will be held in shuZhou, 
china, October 21-23, 2009. 

paul gadEr / professor was award-
ed a $2,103,360 grant from The u.s Army 
for his project entitled, “Multi-sensor de-
tection of Obscured and Buried Objects.”

tamEr KahvECI / assistant profes-
sor received a $400,000 cAreer grant 
from the national science foundation for 
his research project entitled, “new technol-
ogies for querying pathway databases.” He 

has also been appointed as the lead guest editor 
of the special issue on computational analysis of 
biological networks in the Journal of Advances 
in Bioinformatics.

prabhat mIShra / assistant profes-
sor has been appointed as program chair for 
the ieee international High level design Vali-
dation and Test workshop, to be held in san 
francisco from nov. 4-6, 2009.

jIh-KWoN pEIr / associate profes-
sor will serve as the co-chair of Architecture 
and systems track in the 10th international sym-
posium on pervasive systems, Algorithms and 
networks (i-spAn 2009) to be held in Kaosi-
ung, Taiwan, dec. 14-16, 2009.

jorg pEtErS / professor was an orga-
nizer for the schloss dagstuhl workshop on 
geometric design at the 4th international sym-
posium on Visual computing (http://www.isvc.
net/08/) held May 25-30, 2008 in las Vegas.

Sartaj SahNI / distinguished professor and 
chair recently received a $75,000 grant from the 
national science foundation through the university 
of connecticut for a project entitled, “computing with 
protein-based associative memory processors.” dr. 
sahni also received a $52,000 grant from ultraHinet for 
his project, “co-scheduler for high-speed networks and 
high-performance.”
 

marKuS SChNEIdEr / associate pro-
fessor received a $449,754 grant from the 
national science foundation for his project “iii-
cOr: Modeling and Querying Moving Objects 
in unconstrained environment.” 

alpEr ÜNgör / assistant professor re-
ceived a $400,627 cAreer grant from the 
national science foundation for his project en-
titled, “computational geometry, Mesh gen-
eration and geometric Modeling.”

baba vEmurI / professor served as a 
colloquium speaker for the computer science 
and Artificial intelligence laboratory at the 
Massachusetts institute of Technology in Oc-
tober 2008.  Vemuri was also appointed as dis-
tinguished lecture series speaker at north 
carolina state university in raleigh in february 
2009. Vemuri was recently selected as an ex-
ternal Advisory Board Member for the neuro-
imaging Analysis center, Brigham & women’s 
Hospital, Harvard Medical school.

uf WINS thE IEEE  
SouthEaStCoN ‘09  
programmINg CompEtItIoN 

continued from page 1

rounded out by Danial Afzal and John Iacona. The UF team 
decisively earned first place by solving six problems out of 
eight, the University of Miami took second (four problems 
solved) and Duke and the University of Central Florida 
came in third and fourth respectively.

Palii and Iacona are seniors and have been active members 
of the programming club since their freshman year.  Afzal, 
also a senior, began competing this past fall, and was, with 
Palii, on the team that finished second in the ACM ICPC 
Southeast Regionals in October. 
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With more than 330 employees in Gainesville, 
IEI currently has dozens of UF graduates 
throughout its departments representing 

undergraduate through doctorate Gator alumni.
“Our colors are definitely Gator orange and blue,” said 

Darin Cook, president and co-founder of IEI. Cook 
graduated from UF with a degree in statistics, and feels his 
company, which was started in 1994, is closely connected 
to his alma mater. “Our relationship with UF is an integral 
part of our business. We draw upon the department of 
business and CISE for our programmers, and our sales 
department represents every facet of the University,” he 
said. “But it’s symbolic – we give back too.” 

Cook is a big part of that giving back. He teaches 
classes for the Entrepreneurship program and works 
on projects with students. He is a POE Ethics Fellow 
and frequently gives talks about ethics and business. 
Cook also serves on the School of Art and Art History 
advisory board. In 2004, Cook was recognized as the 
Gainesville Entrepreneur of the year by the Center for 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation at UF. 

Gators at Infinite Energy credit their time at UF 
as having a major impact on their careers. Marshall 
Sutherland, a software architect, began programming 
in seventh grade. The same year the original IBM PC 
was released, Sutherland started at UF. He has worked 
in the field for over 20 years, since graduating with a 
degree in computer sciences. “UF was my first formal 
training,” he said. “The most important thing they taught 
me was learning how to continue learning. That’s really 
important to know how to do in this industry, because the 
technology and languages are constantly changing.”

gatorS at 
INfINItE ENErgy

Jeb Beich, the senior software designer at IEI, credits 
his studies at UF for getting the attention of Infinite’s 
Vice President of Technology and Development, Nick 
Shanks. “The undergraduate work I did at UF really 
helped me get my foot in the door, and early on Nick was 
interested in the graduate course work I was working on,” 
Beich said. “UF’s computer science graduate program 
is really focused on instilling pride in the discipline of 
software development. Their program has really helped 
me see my self differently – not as a code monkey – but as 
a designer and developer.”

Charles Rodriguez has a degree from UF in geography 
and is currently working on an MBA. He started with 
Infinite as an intern, worked his way 
up as a software developer, and now, is 
a development supervisor. Rodriguez 
says his graduate work impacts his job 
daily: “The MBA program has given 
me a deeper perspective into business 
activities and its challenges. You have 
to solve real-world problems that 
companies face daily. I have been able 
to take a lot of things I have learned 
from the program and introduce them 
at the office.”

Last year, Infinite Energy took in 
15 interns from the graduate program 
of CISE, as well as interns from many 
other UF departments. Several of 
these interns are full-time employees 
now. IEI also sponsors H-1B visa 
candidates, which opens even more 
opportunities for UF grads. 

infiniTe energy is a gainesville hi-Tech comPany wiTh boTh an energy 

marKeTing and comPuTer sysTems focus. iei has a long sTanding 

relaTionshiP wiTh The universiTy of florida.

thE moSt 
ImportaNt thINg 
thEy taught mE 

WaS lEarNINg 
hoW to CoNtINuE 
lEarNINg. that’S 

rEally ImportaNt 
to KNoW hoW 
to do IN thIS 

INduStry, bECauSE 
thE tEChNology 
aNd laNguagES 
arE CoNStaNtly 

ChaNgINg.
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robuSt 
ComputINg 
SyStEmS
Prabhat mishra, assistant Professor

r ES E a rCh u pdatE

wheTher we liKe iT or noT, we are surrounded by comPuTing and communicaTion 
devices every day of our lives — some are obvious, such as desKToPs and laPToPs, 

and oThers have embedded comPuTing in Them, such as cell Phones, gadgeTs, 
moniToring sysTems and medical equiPmenT. 

WE arE tryINg 
to dEvElop 
a top doWN 
mEthodology 
that trIES 
to vErIfy 
aS muCh aS 
poSSIblE at thE 
SpECIfICatIoN 
lEvEl

When we fly on an airplane or even drive a car, 
there are many computing devices working 
together to ensure our journey is pleasant and 

safe.  Can we assume that these embedded computing 
systems are correct by construction and therefore we can 
safely rely on them? The simple answer is that no one can 
prove their absolute infallibility. Yet, since we do not have 
a choice, we can sit back, relax and enjoy life. 

Consider a simple “adder” to understand how difficult 
it is to verify today’s embedded systems. An adder is one 
of the simplest computations in a calculator – it adds 
two input values and produces the result. Typically, the 
input values are 32-bit integers. Therefore, to verify this 
adder we have to simulate several trillions (232 x 232) of test 
vectors — not feasible. If we cannot completely verify a 
simple adder, what is the hope that we can verify today’s 
embedded systems that consist of complex software 
and hardware including processors, memories, buses, 
controllers, interfaces and so on?

It is a major challenge to verify today’s complex and 
heterogeneous embedded systems. Existing validation 
approaches use a combination of simulation-based 
techniques and formal verification methods. Simulation is 
the most widely used form of validation using random and 
directed tests. For instance, in the adder example, instead 
of trying all possible input combinations, verification 
engineers can create tests for interesting scenarios based 
on coverage criteria and corner cases. Since it is impractical 
to generate and apply all possible tests, simulation based 
validation does not guarantee correctness. On the 
other hand, formal verification methods such as model 
checking, theorem proving, equivalence checking and 
satisfiability solving do not use input vectors but explore 
the design space to ensure correctness and can lead to 
state space explosion for large designs.  Today’s state-of-

the-art verification methodologies use both approaches 
— for example, the complete design is simulated using 
billions of tests whereas very critical components such 
as controllers or specific protocols are fully verified by 
formal methods.

In an effort to exploit the synergies between simulation 
and formal verification, our research group is working 
on several complementary directions. We are trying to 
develop a top-down validation 
methodology that tries to 
verify as much as possible at 
the specification level (which 
is orders-of-magnitude simpler 
than implementation but has 
all the functional details) and 
automatically reuse validation 
efforts. The golden specification 
enables generation of required 
executable models including 
the correct-by-construction 
implementation. We have 
proposed innovative ways of 
combining simulation and 
formal methods for verifying 
large designs — such as using 
model checking for generating 
simulation vectors, or employing 
symbolic simulation for formally 
verifying a set of important design properties. A successful 
implementation of our approach will drastically reduce 
the overall verification effort while improving the final 
quality of the embedded systems, so that the user knows 
that s/he is surrounded by friendly, robust systems.
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On Jan. 15, the spring Career Development 
Workshop was held again at Touchdown 
Terrace. This workshop almost didn’t take 

place, as a sluggish economy forced several employers 
who were avid attendees of past workshops to forgo 
this one. Student volunteers deemed the minimum 
number of attending companies to be 10; less than 
that would not be worth students’ time to participate, 
which is understandable when more than 500 students 
attended in the past. A week and a half before the event 
was scheduled to take place, only seven companies 
had signed up. The student volunteers from ASCIE 

and ACM met and decided if there were companies 
willing to talk to students, then students should have 
the opportunity to interview.

This workshop was planned with the struggling 
economy in mind. They decided not to have door 
prizes, or give away T-shirts — and the hungry 
masses of students were fed with pizza instead of hors 
d’oeuvres. Nine companies attended, and around 400 
students participated. Feedback from employers was 
as positive as it has ever been. Again, the students 
were praised for their preparation and ability to speak 

CISE CarEEr 
dEvElopmENt 
WorKShop

intelligently to employers. 
One employer wrote, “This specific arena was much 

more beneficial than the traditional job fair.” All the 
comment cards collected indicated that the employers 
are interested in returning for future events.

The participating companies for the spring were 
Bloomberg, Harris Corp., Lockheed Martin, The 
Nielsen Company, Symantec, 352 Media Group, 
Raytheon SI Government Solutions, Florida 
Interactive Entertainment Academy, and Infinite 
Energy. There are high hopes to have a better 
economic climate in September.

thIS SpECIfIC arENa 
WaS muCh morE 

bENEfICIal thaN thE 
tradItIoNal job faIr.

7

as positive as it has ever been. Again, the students 
were praised for their preparation and ability to speak 

S tu dENt N E WS
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2008-2009 graduatES

Master of engineering in CoMputer 
engineering 

Jose ernesto Boada, Jr.
Jeremy paul Bolton
david ronald cusick
nathan Vanderkraats

marK mCKENNEy/ Map Algebra: A Data 
Model and Implementation of Spacial Partitions for 
Use in Spatial Databases and GIS / Adviser: M. 
schneider

aShISh mylES / Curvature-Continuous Bicubic 
Subdivision Surfaces for Polar Configurations / 
Adviser: J. peters

raazIa mazhar / Optimized Dictionary De-
sign and Classification Using the Matching Pursuits 
Dissimilarity Measure / Adviser: p. gader

tIaNyuN NI/ Real-Time Smooth Surface 
Construction on the Graphics Processing Unit / 
Adviser: J.peters

rEaSEy praINg/ Moving Balloon Algebra: 
Desig, Implementation, and Database Integration 
of a Spatiotemporal Data Model for Historical 
and Predictive Moving Objects/ Adviser: M. 
schneider

johN quarlES / The Design and Evaluation 
of a Mixed Reality Approach to Interactively Blend 
Dynamic Models with Corresponding Physical 
Phenomena / Adviser: B. lok

aNdrEW raIj / Using Immersion and Infor-
mation Visualization to Analyze Human-Virtual 
Human Interactions / Adviser: B. lok

haSSaN SharIf raShEEd / Integrating Access 
Control With Real-Time Assessment: Adaptive 
Security Through the Acquisition, Analysis and Ap-
plication of Context Data / Adviser: Y. chow

florIN ruSu / Sketches for Aggregate Estima-
tions over Data Streams / Adviser: A. dobra

myuNgKEuN yooN / Securing Computer Net-
works: Access Control Management and Attack 
Source Identification / Adviser: s. chen

XuIyao SoNg/ Novel Change Techniques in 
Multidimensional Data Mining / Adviser: s. ranka

alINa zarE / Hyperspectral Endmember Detec-
tion and Band Selection Using Bayesian Methods / 
Adviser: paul gader

XIaoyINg zhENg/Optimization Technique in 
Communication Network/Adviser: dr. Xia

doCtor of philosophy in 
CoMputer engineering 

SubramaNIaN arumugam/ Efficient 
Algorithms for Spatiotemporal Data Management 
/ Adviser: c. Jermaine

aNgEloS barmpoutIS / Tensor Based Repre-
sentation and Analysis of Diffusion-weighted MR 
Images / Adviser: B. Vemuri

raja boSE / Scalable Query Processing in 
Service-Oriented Sensor Networks / Adviser: A. 
Helal

jErEmy paul boltoN / Random Set Frame-
work for Context-Based Classification / Adviser: 
p. gader

vINEEt Chadha / Provisioning Wide-area 
Virtual Environments through I/O Interposition: 
The Redirect-on-Write File System and Character-
ization of I/O Overheads in a Virtualized Platform / 
Adviser: r. figueiredo

lauKIK vIlaS ChItNIS/ Fault Tolerance and 
Scalability of Aggregation Algorithms for Spa-
tiotamporal Data Management/ Adviser: s. ranka

arjIt gaNguly/ Self-Managing Virtual 
Networks for Wide-Area Distributed Computing/ 
Adviser: r. figuerido

hEpINg gao / Geometric Underconstraints / 
Adviser: M. sitharam

amI mIChEllE gatES / State-Of-The-Art Pro-
tein Secondary Structure Prediction Using a Novel 
Two Stage Alignment and Machine-Learning 
Method / Adviser: A. Banerjee

WEN-jEN hSu/ Analysis of Large-Scale Wireless 
Network Traces and Its Impact on User Modeling 
and Protocol Design / Adviser: A. Helmy

yINg jIaN / Fair Packet Scheduling and 
Bandwidth Management in Wireless Networks / 
Adviser: s. chen

KylE johN johNSEN/ The Design and Valida-
tion of a Virtual Human System for Interpersonal 
Skills Education / Adviser: B lok

jaEyEoN KaNg/ Scheduling Algorithms for 
Energy Minimization/ Adviser: s. ranka

mIN ho KIm/ Symmetric Box-Splines on the Root 
Lattices / Adviser: J. peters

parbatI Kumar maNNa / Detection, 
Propagation Modeling and Designing of Advanced 
Internet Worms / Adviser: s. ranka

girish pitamber Aher
Adeel Ahmed
Meenakshi sundaram 
Ambasamudram 
sailappan
sarthak Anand
sreenandan Atur
Tarek fares Ayna
Akshat Bhatia
rohan dhananjay 
Bhoyar
Aditya Kumar Bhuwania
Ananya devi Bhuyan
deepti Buchi
ryan christopher Busser
carlos Manuel casanova
Harsimranjit singh 
chabbewal
sourav chatterjee
Vinayaka c.A.
Yan cheng
chaithanya chikkur
swapnil sham daingad 
dattatraya
rebecca Vera david
Anatariksh de
sravani duggirala
Bappan dutta
Manas Jyoti dutta
elanchezhiyan elango
Xinyue fan
linda robert fernandez
nirmal V ganapathy
Jainwei gao
cherry s. ghandi
Meghna gopalakrishnan
Amool gupta 
Bhargavi Hanumanthu
Bhavani Kumar Hari
Thames A Harrison
piyush Harsh
Ankit Hirdesh
sheng Hu
peidi Huang
cheng-wei Hwu
ghais issa
Arpan Anil Jain
suchi Jain
Yunsik Jeong
Ying Jian
Min Jiang
nakul Jindal
Koushik Kalyanaraman
Amith Kamath Kaup
chiquita Kerur
Anuradha Khemka
Megha Vijay Kokane
Balaji Krishnan
Amruta praka Kulkarni

Oh Bum Kwon
Mahesh Kuppi reddy
Jae woong lee
Jong Ho lee
nikhil satish limaye
Hechen liu
raazia Mazhar
swathi reddy Mekala
ralph Brinton Mills iV
rishi Mishra
Joyesh Mishra
Viplav shanker Mishra
Jacqueline J Mullings
sona Muthuvijayan
chetan Murthy
rama Muthukumar
lakshmanan 
Muthuraman
Karthik nagarajan
Krithika narayan
Thien nguyen
James ian nichols
subramania siva 
palanivel swaminathan
esha parmar
Abhishek p patel
saurabh prabhakar
rahul 
Koushik rajagopal
preetha lakshmi rajaran 
Mohan
gnana sund rajendiran
chitra ramanathan
sanjay ramankandath
Arunkumar ramasamy
rahul ramesh
Hassan sharif rasheed
suhasini rayadurgam
fnu regunathan 
Varun rishi
Muralidhar 
sathsahayaraman
soumyajit sahu
sakib rahman saikia
Arvind Kumar saikumar
sarvesh sakalanaga
somak sen
Amit sharma
sashya sharma
supriya sharma
nirmal shekar
Bharat shetty Bakur
Kailun shi
Jungmin shin
parmvir singh sidhu
Hardeep singh
siddharth singh
rajiv Omprakash soni
rao ramacha srinivasa

Master of sCienCe in CoMputer 
engineering
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Karthikeyan 
subramaniam
Varun sudan
Vasanth pr sundararaj
chuan sun
subha suresh
Brian James Timmons
Akash Tiwari
Mrigank Tiwari
Atul Baburao 
ugalmugale
santosh Kumar 
Vamaraju
srikanth Veerapaneni
Aparna Venkatesan
Kartik K. Vempala
Harish Kumar Vittal 
Murthy
dana Ashley ward
sandeep warikoo
shailendra Man watave
siddharath wighe
guoyi Xiao 
fei Xu
sweta Yalamanchili
chen Yang
cheng Yang
Hang Yu
inkwan Yu
liang Zhang
shizhao Zhou
 

Master of 
sCienCe in 
CoMputer 
sCienCe

Ai-Ti cheng
Omprakash Vishwanath 
dhyade
rohit gopalakrishnan
sandeep rayadurgan 
Mohan
nikita B. rasam
chun-ning chris poon
swati srivastav

Master of 
sCienCe in 
digital arts &  
sCienCes

chih-Yu chang
nandhini giri
rajakumar singh

Master of 
sCienCe in 
CoMputer 
inforMation 
sCienCes

dinakar Meda
david e. richmond

BaChelor of 
sCienCe in 
CoMputer 
engineering

danial Afzal*
Karina isabel Alvarez
cyrus M. Banisi*
Benjamin c. Bryant*
Jo caltagirone-Holzli
christopher A. cash
william H. chapman***
Austin d. cooley*
shahrouz ebadian
Jan paul erkelens*
Zachary w. floyd*
robert Alfred gadala-
Maria
curtis wesley gray
Hysam n. Halabi*
Joshua c. Hartman*
gabriel A. Jimenez*
peter stephen Kehagias*
John A. Koutsoyannis
Mark lester Jr.*
Mason richard ian 
Malone*
Victor cyrus Marik
warren clark Moore iii
Tomas A. nagy
Zachary david peine*
christopher prudhomme

efstathios raptis
Andrew c. robb*
rex lewis robinson*
daniel ivan rodriguez
Bruce r. santier**
Kyle James savoy*
daniel soffer
evan subar**
Oliver Teng*
francisco Javier Trujillo
chris wells
christopher whitehead*
daniel l. wilkinson Jr. 
ronald williams
Joshua John wood**

BaChelor of 
sCienCe in 
CoMputer 
sCienCe

Arthur Avery Adkins iV 
ryan christopher Allen 
Haines
robert clide Brown
charles chavez
ryan cobb*
nathaniel r. denson
James Michael foster*
clifton goh
Jason Todd Hillhouse
Albert Michael Javellana

Brett Allen Jones
Michael c. Kelleher
esa Toufeeq Khan
Mark w. lester Jr.*
Tristan Kenneth lohman
Zachary c. McMullen
daniel seeman
John sikorsky
 
Ari Benjamin Van den 
Berg
dexter dee williams
stephen J. workman

BaChelor of  
sCienCe in  
digital arts and 
sCienCes

ian Michael Alcorn*
Michael J. Bauerlein
Kevin daniel Broom**
Tsoi ling chan
Jason dobrinksi*
corey forbus*
nathan russell Hostetler
robert Krieger
James pence*
serena l. sealy*
eric Michael sheely
Jacqueline nicole 
smith**

richard M. Tierney
Anna Maria Vittone*

* cum laude
** magna cum laude
*** suma cum laude
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SprINg 2009  
StudENt travEl 

aWardS

KotraNza, aaroN*: “Virtual Humans That 

Touch Back: enhancing nonverbal communication 

with Virtual Humans through Bidirectional Touch” and 

“Virtual Multi-Tools for Hand and Tool-Based interac-

tion with life-size Virtual Human Agents,” ieee Virtual 

reality and ieee 3d user interfaces (concurrent) con-

ferences, lafayette, la., usA, March 14-18th, 2009. 

(http://conferences.computer.org/vr/ and http: confer-

ences.computer.org/3dui/3dui2009/)

lIu,gaNg: “enhanced stream prefetcher with 

stride prefetching, noise filtering and stream repeti-

tion,” ieee international symposium on High-perfor-

mance computer Architecture, raleigh, n.c. feb. 14-

18, 2009. (http://www.comparch.ncsu.edu/hpca/)  

outmaN, ShaWN: “identifying Task-level 

parallelism by functional Transformation with side-

effect domains,” AcM southeast regional confer-

ence, clemson, s.c., March 19-21, 2009. (http://www.

cs.clemson.edu/acmse09/)

raShEEd, haSSaN: “Automated risk Assess-

ment for sources and Targets of Vulnerability exploita-

tion,” world congress of computer science and infor-

mation engineering, Anaheim, calif., March 31 - April 

2, 2009. (http://world-research-institutes.org/confer-

ences/csie/2009/) 

ruSu, florIN: “sketching sampled data 

streams,” ieee international conference on data en-

gineering, shanghai, china, March 29 - April 4, 2009. 

(http://i.cs.hku.hk/icde2009/) 

* Denotes College of Engineering Travel Award

Joan Crisman joined the CISE Department just before 
Christmas of 2006. She is part of the graduate student 

services team, initially in graduate admissions and currently 
in a coordinator of Graduate Student Services position, which 
includes graduate student advising. 

Crisman was raised on a farm in rural downstate Illinois. 
She earned a B.S in biology teacher training and an M.S. in 
paleobotany at the University of Illinois. Crisman has worked 
for UF for over 15 years, including a few years in the botany 
department and a short stint with entomology, both focusing 
on electron microscopy. For 10 years, she worked in graduate 
admissions for the Physician Assistant Program. She and her 
husband, John, have three grown children. In her spare time, she 
enjoys singing, reading, bird watching, sewing, linguistics and 
word puzzles, beading, stained glass and graphic arts.

coordinator, graduate student services

joaN 
CrISmaN

S ta ff S potlIg ht
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SprINg 2009 ColloquIum SpEaKErS

amr el abbadi
department of computer science 
university of california, santa barbara 
“novel challenges in the management of data 
streams”

li-ming su, m.d.
department of urology
university of florida college of medicine 
“exploring biomedical engineering applications to 
minimally invasive urologic surgery”

The following distinguished speakers visited the cise department in spring 2009:

Juan feng 
department of information systems and 
operations management
university of florida warrington college of 
business administration
“Price cycles in oligopoly: what we can learn 
from online advertising auctions”

bharat bhargava
cerias security center and department of 
computer sciences
Purdue university
“detecting service violation in internet and mobile 
ad hoc networks”

Joe warren
department of computer science
rice university
“building a better mouse brain atlas”

Todd austin
department of electrical engineering and 
computer science
university of michigan
“why Tools matter”

rahul razdan
ceo of raztech llc
“what is the future of computer architecture?”

yES! I WaNt to Support CISE
Amount (please circle):
$1,000 $500 $250 $100 $50    Other $

please choose a payment method:
credit card:

 Type: VisA Mastercard  discover

 number:

 exp. date: /

check: please make checks payable to The university of florida foundation and note that your  
gift is for the cise department

name

Address

city  state Zip

phone email

please return to:
university of florida foundation
pO Box 14425
gainesville, fl 32604

don’t forget your company’s matching gift form!

EdItEd by 

dr. seeMa Bandyopadhyay

anna hernandez

Produced by the college of engineering 
office of communications & marketing

dEpartmENt of ComputEr & 

INformatIoN SCIENCE & 

ENgINEErINg

E301 CSE building

p.o. box 116120

gainesville, fl 32611-6120
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